Immediate Past President Report to Council

Bonnie Charpentier
Wish you were here
My Presidential Themes

• Overarching theme of Collaborations
  – Across ACS and with Societies outside ACS
  – International
  – Industry and academia

• Advocacy

• Safety and the Environment
Local Sections and Outreach
Regional Meeting Participation
International Chapters

Jordan

Romania

South Africa
International Collaborations
Advocacy
State and local advocacy

• Congressional Resolution for IYPT
• State Resolutions for IYPT
• Advocacy Workshops
• On-line Advocacy tools and training
• New program to share what works across Local Section government affairs groups
Safety and the Environment

- Continued support for the annual Safety Summit
- Symposia on the Chemistry of Disasters, water quality and sustainability, and other safety and environmental topics
- Presidential grants to Regional Meeting Boards to support programming in safety at future regional meetings

Thank you to the volunteers and staff who make these programs possible.
THANK YOU!